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The term flâneur comes from the French noun flâneur—which has the basic 
meanings of "stroller", "lounger", "saunterer", "loafer"—which itself comes from the 
French verb flâner, which means "to stroll". Flânerie refers to the act of strolling, 
with all of its accompanying associations. 



The flâneur was a literary type from 19th century France, essential to any 
picture of the streets of Paris. It carried a set of rich associations: the man of 
leisure, the idler, the urban explorer, the connoisseur of the street. 



Walter Benjamin, drawing on the poetry of Charles Baudelaire, made the 
flâneur the object of scholarly interest in the twentieth century, as an 
emblematic figure of urban, modern experience. Following Benjamin, the 
flâneur has become an important figure for scholars, artists, and writers. 





The French Situationists were pioneers of exploring the spatial, physical 
and psychological effects of the city, circa the late 1950s-1960s. 

Guy Debord – The Situationists International 

“The Naked City” – 1957 





“When freedom is practiced in a closed circle, it fades 
into a dream, becomes a mere image of itself. The 
ambiance of play is by nature unstable. At any moment, 
“ordinary life” may prevail once again. The geographical 
limitation of play is even more striking than its temporal 
limitation. Every game takes place within the boundaries 
of its own spatial domain.”     – Guy Debord 

psychogeography 



Guy Debord, described their method of rediscovering the city by “drifting” in 
his essay “The Theory of the Dérive”: 

“One of the basic situationist practices is the dérive [literally: “drifting”], a 
technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances. Dérives involve 
playful-constructive behavior and awareness of psychogeographical effects, 
and are thus quite different from the classic notions of journey or stroll.” 

Frank Dresme – Project 360 (Amsterdam) 



“In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their 
relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual motives 
for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the 
attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. Chance is 
a less important factor in this activity than one might think: from a dérive 
point of view cities have psychogeographical contours, with constant 
currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or 
exit from certain zones.” 

Guy Debord – Life continues to be free and easy – 1959  





Fruit Map of Silver Lake neighborhood in Los Angeles, 2004 John Fulford, The Walk to South School, New Canaan, CT, 1964-71, 2003 

universal space, personal experience : the stories 



Ryan Anderson – “I’m Going to Work. Here. Do Things” – 2008  Majorie’s map of Edinburgh (actual and revised) – 2002 

universal space, personal experience : cognitive mapping 



cognitive mapping : understanding perceived space 









John Hutchison 
“Homage to My Commute” - 2009 

Kevin Lynch 
From Good City Form - 1981 



Kevin Lynch 
From Good City Form - 1981 





Gustave Caillebotte – Paris Street on a Rainy Day – 1877  



A rainy day in Paris… today? 



The city – in the palm of your hand 

Glove map of London created for the Great Exhibition – 1851 

Marti Guixe – “Tourist Tattoo: Barcelona” – 1997 



Ellen Keith – The Flaneur Society – http://www.flaneursociety.org/ 



Janet Cardiff, “Her Long Back Hair” Central Park, 2003 

psychological and physical space : merged narratives 



Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller – Alter Bahnhof Video Walk - 2012 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=sOkQE7m31Pw#! 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/07/25/magazine/janet-cardiff-george-bures-video.html?ref=magazine 



lingua franca 

3: something resembling a common language 

2: any of various languages used as common or   
    commercial tongues among peoples of diverse speech  

1: (capitalized) a common language consisting of Italian  
    mixed with French, Spanish, Greek, and Arabic that was  
    formerly spoken in Mediterranean ports 



DK Eyewitness Travel Guide to New York, 2006 

mapping as editing : the constructed experience 



London City Walks, Craig Taylor 2005 

universal space (re)translated to experience : new stories 



experience translated to universal space : phyllis pearsall and the london a-z 

London A-Z, 2001 and 1935  



Edward Tufte – Envisioning Information: Narratives of Space and Time – 1990  





perceived distance, perceived space : showing the way 

Petroglyph of the Merrimack River (New England)  approx. 1430 AD 



Bedolina petrogylph at Valcamonica (Northern Central Italy) 2500 BC 

experience and place : showing the way and “this is mine” 



Wallrath Weingartner – Map of New Harmony, IN – 1832 

measuring and view : the universal map and the individual view 



our space : the public realm 

Giambattista Nolli – Grande Map of Rome – 1736-1748 



our space : the public realm 

Nolli Map (excerpt) 1736-1748 Piazza Navona 



figure / ground 





Norberto Gazga 



Constant Nieuwenhuys – New Babylon – 1956-1974  



Constant Nieuwenhuys – New Babylon – 1956-1974  



Constant Nieuwenhuys – New Babylon – 1956-1974  





PORT Architecture – “Re-cultivating the Forest City” – Cleveland, OH – 2010/11  



Julie Kaalby Bjerre – Context Collage : Spatial Kaleidoscope  



Daniel Hall – Unfolding Mobile Architecture 



























Grater Architects – St. Mary’s College Site Study 



Edward Tufte – Envisioning Information: Narratives of Space and Time – 1990  



Matthew Siebert – Temporal Site Study 





Pawel Pietkun 











James Daykin 





Zaha Hadid – Vitra Fire Station – 1995 (paper relief “drawings”) 



Jan Kattein – Elements, Kai Tak City – 2002  









Author 



Leslie Johnson – peripatetic – 2002 



Leslie Johnson – peripatetic – 2002 



Leslie Johnson – peripatetic – 2002 (excerpt and installation view) 
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